The influence of Coulomb correlation on magnetic and spectral properties in metallic rutile phase of vanadium dioxide is studied by state of the art LDA+DMFT method. Calculation results in strongly correlated metallic state with an effective mass renormalization m * /m ≈ 2. Uniform magnetic susceptibility shows Curie-Weiss temperature dependence with effective magnetic moment, p theor ef f = 1.54µB , in a good agreement with the experimental value p exp ef f = 1.53µB that is close to ideal value for V 4+ ion with the spin S = 1/2, p ef f = 1.73µB . Calculated spectral function shows well developed Hubbard bands observabale in the recent experimental photoemission spectra. We conclude that VO2 in rutile phase is strongly correlated metal with local magnetic moments formed by vanadium d-electrons.
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PACS numbers:
Transition metal compounds and particularly vanadium oxides attract a lot of interests because of rich variety of structural modifications and properties 1 . Vanadium dioxide is not an exception and is well known due to metal-insulator transition at 340 K 2 . The value of the energy gap (∆ g =0.6 eV) in insulating phase and vicinity of the transition and room temperatures allows one to use this material as "wisdom" windows and in another termochromic applications 3 . This compound has been extensively investigated experimentally and theoretically over the half of century. The phase diagram 2 in the temperature-pressure (or chemical doping) coordinates consists of the paramagnetic metal at high temperature and three insulating states below T c . Below transition temperature there are three insulating phases, called M 1 , T and M 2 at low, intermediate and large values of doping, respectively. The M 1 and M 2 phases crystallize to monoclinic structure which can be obtained from hightemperature rutile by distortion and doubling of the cell. In the former structure equivalent vanadium atoms are paired and off-axis shifted forming zigzags while in the later one there are two kinds of vanadium chains, one of which is paired and another one forms zigzags without pairing. In both phases the conductivity drops by factor of several orders in magnitude comparing with rutile phase with the estimation of the energy gap about 0.6 eV 4 . Above the transition temperature VO 2 crystallizes to rutile structure at all values of doping and can be regarded as two vanadium chains along c R axis (see Fig. 1 ).
Most of earlier theoretical studies for correlation effects in vanadium dioxide were concentrated on the insulating low-temperature phases where band structure calculations have difficulties to reproduce correct insulating type of electronic structure [5] [6] [7] . Calculation for rutile crystal structure resulted in metallic bands in agreement with experiment, and hence, it was assumed that taking into account Coulomb correlations is not needed here. However magnetic and spectral measurements for VO 2 show that correlation strength could be essential for metallic rutile phase 8, 9 . The magnetic experiments for metallic rutile phase show a quite large temperature dependent magnetic susceptibility that indicates formation of local magnetic moment in the partially filled d-band. Recent photoemission data 8 display the quasi-particle peak at the Fermi level and high energy structure associated with the lower Hubbard band about -1 eV. The effective electron mass, m * /m, extracted from optics 9 is about 4.3 which is larger then the value observed for Sr x Ca 1−x VO 3 characterized as strongly correlated paramagnetic metals 10 . Recent LDA+DMFT investigations 11 of vanadium oxide have paid an attention to the spectral properties of the compound and have showed a good agreement with photoemission and optical data.
In the present work we have used state of the art LDA+DMFT method 12 to study the physics of VO 2 in metallic rutile phase with the special focus on the magnetic properties. Temperature dependence of the calculated magnetic susceptibility χ(T ) reproduces with a good accuracy Curie-Weiss law χ CW (T ) = p 2 ef f /3(T −Θ) and is in an agreement with experimental data. Calculations results for the spectral function are typical for strongly correlated metal with well developed Hubbard bands in addition to quasi-particle metallic peak at Fermi level and they agree well with earlier studies 11 . Calculated value of effective electron mass enhancement factor m * /m ≈ 2 proves a relatively large strength of correlation effects for metallic phase of VO 2 . Therefore, vanadium dioxide in rutile phase is the strongly correlated metal with local magnetic moments.
At high temperatures, vanadium dioxide crystallizes as rutile shown on the Fig. 1 . It has the P 4 2 /mnm space group and details of lattice constants and atomic positions can be found in Ref. 13 . Each vanadium atom is surrounded by a oxygen's octahedron resulting in splitting of d level to triply degenerate _ 2g and doubly degenerate e ′ axis is chosen to be pointed to apical oxygen atoms and local x ′ and y ′ are chosen to be pointed to the planar oxygens. This local coordinate system can be obtained by the rotation to the Euler's angles (π/4, −π/2, π/4). The double primed local coordinate axes are obtained by a proper symmetry operation for corresponding vanadium atoms.
We used TB-LMTO method 14 to calculate electronic structure of VO 2 . The results obtained are presented on the Fig. 2 and have a good agreement with earlier studies 7 . Total and partial (per atom) density of states are shown on the top panel (for details of color-coding see caption). One can clearly see that the states crossing Fermi level are of vanadium _ 2g symmetry mainly and spread from -0.5 eV to 2 eV. They are well separated by a gap of 1.4 eV from occupied bonding states of mixed O 2p and V e σ g character. The anti-bonding combination is located above 2 eV and is also separated by a tiny gap from the _ 2g bands. The orbitally (symmetry) decomposed partial DOSes for vanadium atom in the local coordinate system mentioned above are presented on the bottom panel of Fig. 2 . a 1g state is more narrow than π one and has a one-dimensional-like shape.
We constructed low-energy Hamiltonian for V _ 2g states using the N MTO method 15 . It has a dimension of 6 and will be used in LDA+DMFT calculation. The eigenvalues of the N MTO Hamiltonian coincide with the LMTO's one by construction in the energy interval close to the Fermi level and shape of the density of states remains the same (not presented). Hopping integrals for the Wannier function of a 1g , π 1 and can easily jump to the same orbital on the nearest neighbor atom and it is the largest (intra chain) hopping. The probability to hop to another chains is much smaller for a 1g electron. Overall structure of a 1g hoppings assumes one-dimensional-like physics where the largest transfer integral defines energy splitting between peaks and the rest is responsible for asymmetry of density of states and its broadening (see a 1g partial DOS on the bottom panel of Fig. 2 ). The structure of the π hoppings is more uniform in space that produces more three dimensional shape of density of states.
To take into account electron-electron correlation in the partially filled d-band we use LDA+DMFT method 12 . It combines the material specific aspect in LDA and accurate treatment of local Coulomb intraction in DMFT 16, 17 . The later is achieved via mapping of the lattice problem with many degrees of freedom to the quantum impurity embedded to the time dependent self-consistent bath (for details about LDA+DMFT method and implementations see e.g. Refs 18) . For the solution of the quantum impurity problem the modern multi-orbital Hirsch-Fye quantum Monte-Carlo method has been used 19 . In our LDA+DMFT calculations we use the value of screened Coulomb interaction, U =4 eV, and the value of Hund's exchange, J=0.68 eV. In the quan- tum Monte Carlo calculations we keep ∆τ ≡ β/L=0.25 for all temperatures and of order 10 6 ÷ 10 7 QMC steps to satisfy ergodicity.
We start the presentation of the LDA+DMFT results from magnetic properties. Following the linear response idea, the uniform magnetic susceptibility can be calculated directly by adding to the Hamiltonian an external magnetic field, µ B H z , and measuring magnetization of compound. Then, the uniform magnetic susceptibility is
where
m is a magnetization at given temperature. The few magnetic fields of order ∼ 0.02 ÷ 0.1 eV were used to check and satisfy the condition of linearity of magnetization. The inverse of calculated uniform magnetic susceptibility and experimental data extracted from Ref. 20 are shown on the Fig. 3 . One can clearly see that these inverse quantities agree accurately to the shift along ordinate axis. This implies that the calculated and experimental effective magnetic moments are in good agreement. The theoretical estimate obtained by the fit to the Curie-Weiss law
gives the value of the effective magnetic moment, p theor ef f = 1.54µ B , in a good agreement with the experimental value p exp ef f = 1.53µ B that is close to ideal value for V 4+ ion with the spin S = 1/2, p ef f = 1.73µ B . To make the fit shown by lines we have used the data points above 500 K where the linearity of χ −1 is more pronounced for theoretical and experimental data as well. The use of complete data set leads to the slightly higher values of magnetic moments 21 . The theoretical Curie-Weiss temperature Θ is almost twice larger then its experimental counterpart (-1600 K and -700 K correspondingly), that is connected to the mean-field nature of the calculations and, hence, absence of the collective excitations.
We have also calculated a local spin-spin correlation function, S z (τ )S z (0) at different temperatures shown on the Fig. 4 . Albeit this is a pure local quantity and cannot be directly compared to the experimental data, it gives a sound source of information about magnetic properties of the system. At low temperatures, in the Fermi liquid regime, the local spin-spin correlation function behaves as [T /sin(πτ T )]
2 at intermediate times, τ , while it saturates to the constant value for the insulator or metal with a very well developed local magnetic moment 17, 22 . At middle point, the correlator is S z (β/2)S z (0) ≈ T α , with exponent α=2 for Fermi liquid and zero for the insulator. On the upper panel of the Fig. 4 , from the time dependency one can see that the correlation function is not saturated. At the same time, the S z (β/2)S z (0) quantity plotted in the inset of upper panel shows the linear behavior with the exponent α=1 different from both insulating and metallic regimes. This observation suggests that the formation of the local magnetic moment in the metallic phase is not completely finished 22 . The lower panel of the Fig. 4 shows the analytical continuation of the local spin-spin correlation function to the real energy axis 23 . The width of the peak at zero frequency is inverse proportional to a "lifetime" of the local magnetic moment and it is much larger than that of the α-iron in paramagnetic phase 24 which is closer to the localized limit. The inset in the lower panel shows the inverse of the local magnetic susceptibility, χ loc (T ) = β 0 dτ S z (τ )S z (0) versus temperature. This quantity has a noticeable linear behavior and by fitting it to the Curie law one obtains the value of the effective local magnetic moment, p loc = 1.54µ B and critical temperature. The comparison of the local and uniform susceptibilities gives a rough estimation of the degree of spacial correlations. The close values of the extracted effective magnetic moments, p theor ef f and p loc , assumes that the vanadium dioxide at high temperatures has a localized type of magnetism. Now, we would like to turn our discussion to single particle properties. The imaginary part of the self-energy for a 1g and π orbitals are shown on the Fig. 5 . The behavior of the imaginary part for both orbitals is of Fermi- liquid type. At small real frequencies, in Fermi-liquid regime, the imaginary part is ℑΣ(ω) = −ΓT 2 − Bω 2 that transforms to the linear behavior on the Matsubara axis, ℑΣ(iω n ) = −ΓT 2 − Bω n , observable on the figure. Additionally, the mass enhancement factor
as a function of temperature shows a saturation (upper inset of Fig. 5 ) indicating the Fermi-liquid behavior 25 of moderately correlated metal with m * /m ≈ 1.8 and 1.7 for a 1g and π orbitals, respectively. The lower inset shows the extracted to zero imaginary part of self-energy, ℑΣ(0) versus temperature. One can see that it goes quadratically to zero at low temperatures once again confirming Fermi-liquid nature of compound. From these data one can conclude that the coherence temperature is about 700 K for both orbitals.
The comparison of the photoemission data 8 (PES) with the calculated LDA and LDA+DMFT results are presented on the upper panel of the Fig. 6 . One can clearly observe a good agreement of the LDA+DMFT (color lines) and PES data (dots). There is a quasiparticle peak at the Fermi level and lower Hubbard band at higher energies. The later is an additional evidence of the correlated nature of the metallic rutile phase. Temperature dependence of the LDA+DMFT spectra shown by different colors is also in good qualitative agreement with the experiment (see Fig. 3 of the Ref. 8): the spectral weight is transferred from quasi-particle peak to higher energies and becomes smaller with decrease of temperature. At the same time, the LDA results shown by the dashed line describe the quasi-particle feature at the Fermi level with a large overestimation of the peak weight and complete absence of the high energy incoherent hump. LDA+DMFT spectral function for lowest calculated temperature, T ≈ 390 K is presented on the lower panel of the Fig. 6 . One can clearly see the three peaks structure which is typical for correlated materials. The quasi-particle peak lies at/above the Fermi level and low and upper Hubbard bands are located at higher frequencies, at -1.5 eV and ∼2.3 eV. The width of the quasi-particle peak is reduced to ∼1.1 eV comparing with 2.1 eV value for non-interacting band width and is almost independent with temperature which is compatible with the weak temperature dependence of the quasi-particle weight, Z = m/m * , for both orbitals (see upper inset of Fig. 5 ). One should note here that the spectral functions for higher temperatures are similar to described above. The difference is that the shape of the quasi-particle peak becomes more complicated due to the decrease (in absolute value) of the imaginary part of self-energy at zero energy (see lower inset of the Fig. 5 ), and hence, displaying the features of original LDA spectral function smoothed by high temperature at β=10 eV −1 . In conclusion we have studied the influence of Coulomb correlation effects on magnetic and spectral properties of VO 2 in metallic rutile phase by LDA+DMFT method. The calculation results show typical strongly correlated metal behavior for self-energy with a sizable spectral weight transfer to Hubbard bands and electronic states renormalization near the Fermi level with effective mass m * /m ≈ 2. The uniform and local magnetic susceptibility calculation obey Curie-Weiss temperature dependence with effective magnetic moment value close to ideal ionic value corresponding to d 1 configuration. A good agreement of calculated and measured spectral and magnetic properties allows to conclude that VO 2 in rutile phase is in strongly correlated metal state with local magnetic moments formed by d-electrons.
